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Sharpening Our Focus

Dear friends,

Coordinator, will continue working her magic
to facilitate writing residencies in schools.
Jericho Parms, VCFA Director of Alumni Affairs
and Diversity Initiatives, will take on program
oversight. Jericho is a huge champion of the
Young Writers Network and we’re already
finding great synergy—and opportunities—in
this new home within the college.

Here we are! The end of another school
year, our fourth bringing talented authors to
underserved kids through the VCFA Young
Writers Network. This year we made a shift,
sharpening our focus on what we do best:
providing rich, multi-day writing residencies in
schools. We brought our authors to five New
England communities in the 2018-19 school
year, building in time for students to get to
know their visiting authors and go deeper in
their writing.

Starting this summer, we’re kicking off a longterm planning process—looking beyond 2020
to consider how we keep this beloved program
thriving, ensure stable funding, and extend
its benefits across VCFA’s growing alumni
community.

As we prepared for this latest group of
residencies, we took time to codify our model
in a new program handbook to ensure a
smooth experience for authors and educators
and an engaging experience for kids. We
also launched an online portal to share best
practices in teaching across VCFA’s national
network. We launched a public website too!

We remain thankful for the contributions of
all of you who’ve played a part in these first
years and look forward to many more points of
connection with you and with scores of young
writers who are discovering their voices each
year.

We’re pleased with the results of this year’s
focus and are already lining up a slate of inschool residencies for next year—with a few
changes. One change: After putting five years
into getting this program (a passion project
of many) off the ground, I’ll be stepping back
into advisory role as of July. Adi Rule, Programs

In gratitude, always,

Katie Bayerl
Director, VCFA Young Writers Network
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Going Deeper in New
England

WHERE DID THEY GO?
• Boston Teachers Union School (MA)
• Groveton Middle/High School (NH)

Our mission from the start: engage diverse,
underserved children in quality writing programs

• JFK Elementary (Winooski, VT)

that inspire them to discover their voices and

• Kaler Elementary School

envision themselves as writers.

(South Portland, ME)
• Pittsburgh School (NH)

We do this by bringing VCFA authors directly
into classrooms. In past years, we got great
feedback—from students, teachers, and

Evolving
Collaborations

authors—when we went beyond single-shot
workshops to support multi-day programs where
kids could dig into a story of their own. This year,
we made the multi-day residency our official
model, offering local variations in five schools

Our model is a bit unusual. We partner with

across four New England states.

established nonprofits that have strong
relationships with underserved schools. Then, we
supply the talent: published children’s authors
who lead engaging lessons on writing. This model

THIS YEAR WE REACHED

keeps expenses low, while making the most of

260 young writers
in 5 schools

our partner organizations and pleased with the

everyone’s expertise. We’re huge admirers of
direction of our evolving relationships.
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Taking Things to the
Next Level with
826 Boston
Our partner from the beginning, 826 Boston is
a great friend to kids and teachers in Boston’s
Roxbury and Jamaica Plain neighborhoods.
In the past, our authors led an array of inschool and out-of-school workshops with
826. This year, we offered our first multi-day
residency together. Author Erin Moulton spent
three days at Boston Teachers Union School,
introducing 4th and 8th graders to fantastical
and contemporary writing techniques.

Extending Opportunity
with the Children’s
Literacy Foundation
CLiF awards coveted Year of the Book grants
to approximately ten elementary schools in
Vermont and New Hampshire each year. We
partner with CLiF to bring VCFA authors to
sites that want to extend programming to
older students. We’ve recently formalized
that process, and starting this spring, Year of
the Book awardees can automatically apply
to VCFA Young Writers Network to bring an
author to work with students in grades 5-8.
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“Carrie [Jones] was very
real with my students…They
quickly connected to her and
were eager to write. After she
left, students seem more eager
to write and have a deeper
connection to her novel.”
–Rachel Welch, teacher,
Groveton Middle/High School

Spreading the Craft
(of Teaching) at VCFA
As we work to inspire a diverse next
generation of writers, a related mission is
to empower as many authors as possible
to become effective writing mentors and
teachers for underserved kids. What better
place to do that than at VCFA? The college’s
large—and growing—alumni network
includes over 700 young adult and children’s
writers who are experts in their craft. Many
are eager to share their skills and passion
with young writers through school visits,
author workshops, creative writing camps,
and more. We’re eager to help.

Enhancing In-School
Programs with
The Telling Room
Last year we began a new relationship with
Portland-based The Telling Room thanks to a
special grant from the National Endowment
for the Arts. When it was over, we all wanted
to do more. This year, VCFA author Mary
Atkinson visited Kaler Elementary school to
lead two days of poetry workshops. Her visit
supplemented a longer in-school residency
run by Telling Room teaching artists through
which 5th graders wrote and recorded their
own songs.

As a first step, we launched a new discussion
forum and resource library for the VCFA
community this past fall. Initial topics
included tricks for making poetry accessible
for kids and crafting fun, multi-sensory
activities for young writers.
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Going FURTHER with Every Gift
Donors keep our work going.
Our partnership model
means we’re able to work
with very little overhead,
applying your gifts directly
to programs for young
writers and requiring only a
minimal contribution from
schools.

IN-KIND SPONSORS

Michelle Houghton

Bear Pond Books

in honor of Don & Mildred Houts

Bloomsbury Children’s Books

Daphne Kalmar

Tor Books

Helen Kampion
Heidi Kim

INDIVIDUAL DONORS

Rebecca Kirshenbaum

Anonymous (4)

Susan Korchak

Lynda Barber

Ann Jacobus Kordahl

Jennifer Barnes

Uma Krishnaswami

Cynthia Bayerl

Lindsey Lane

Katherine Bayerl

Adriana Leavitt

Sarah Binning

Jennifer Loescher

Calais Mercer Black

Rebecca Lyman

Maureen Charles

Christopher Maselli

S. Tziporah Cohen

Callie Miller

Winifred Conkling

Helen Pyne

FOUNDATIONS

Barbara Crawford

Cynthia Smith

Ben & Jerry’s Foundation

John Daly

in memory of Frances Lee Hall

Lane Family Foundation

Nora Ericson

Judith Stitzel

Paterson Family Fund

Janet Fox

Gail Vannelli

Jennifer Gennari

Virginia Walker

MAJOR SPONSORS

Tavia Gilbert

Dana Walrath

Anonymous

Dean Gloster

The following individuals
and organizations
supported our work in the
2018-19 school year. We’re
enormously thankful for
their gifts.

Calling All VCFA Alumni
Have you visited the WCYA Commons lately? If you’re a student or graduate of VCFA, you
have access to a wonderful online resource that allows you to remain connected to fellow
alums. The Young Writers Network forum is an area within the Commons where you can post
questions and share resources with other alumni interested in teaching. Check out new items
in the forum library:






Our tool for planning engaging lessons
Recommended books for teaching creative writing
Publication venues & contests for young writers
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We’re READY for Year 5!

Subscribe to our newsletter to stay in the loop.
 http://youngwriters.vcfa.edu

Renew your support or make a new gift to the VCFA
Young Writers Network,
 www.vcfa.edu/giving/donate-now

Learn more about how you can support the VCFA
Young Writers Network.
 Contact Jericho Parms, jericho.parms@vcfa.edu

The VCFA Young Writers Network is helping to raise a diverse next generation of writers by
creating a national mentoring network that inspires young writers to discover their voices,
develop their craft, and explore future careers in writing.

				36 College St, Montpelier, VT 05602
				youngwriters@vcfa.edu

